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EMBARQ FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES
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ALL Embarq Fiberglass  
Entry Systems are  
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

15-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 85-89 for paint and stain finishes.

*Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See warranty for details.

002P-440 


MAHOGANY CHERRY

OAK

EMBARQ SKIN OPTIONS

KNOTTY ALDER

EMBARQ® FIBERGLASS
EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY, ELEGANT AESTHETICS

The Embarq fiberglass entry door from ProVia® sets the 
standard for exceptional energy efficiency. The innovative 
design includes engineered channels in the side rails and 
header, and a polyurethane core with significantly more 
insulating value than a typical fiberglass door. This 2 1/2” thick 
robust entry door is not only highly durable – it’s gorgeous as 
well, with the authentic look of rich, handsome wood.
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Stiles and rails are dovetailed 
and glued at each corner 

creating a structurally solid, 
integrated frame. 

We engineered a channel in 
the side rails and header of 

the door to allow for a larger 
energy-efficient polyurethane 
core. Our computer-controlled 

process fills every crevice with the 
foam barrier material resulting 

in a level of energy efficiency 
unparalleled in the industry.

Door edge is constructed 
with Cherry, Mahogany or 
Oak wood matching the 
selected series.

The 4¼" finger-jointed 
4-ply hardwood strike stile 
provides a solid mounting 
surface for Emtek® hardware 
and superior structural 
integrity.  

We started from the inside out 
to maximize energy savings and 
reduce thermal loss, resulting in 

the most energy-efficient door 
in the U.S. market. In fact, this 

door offers significantly more 
insulating value than a typical 

fiberglass entry door, giving 
an unprecedented U-Factor of 

up to 0.10 - the lowest recorded 
heat conduction measurement for 

entry doors in the U.S.

Scientifically formulated 
compounds provide 

superior resistance to 
denting, splitting, cracking 

and warping.

The revolutionary DuraFuse™ 

Finishing System featuring P3 
Fusion yields unprecedented 
finish durability.

Z-AC Threshold with
auto-adjusting riser. Standard 

with anodized bronze finish.

A custom-designed sweep 
accommodates the Embarq 
door's added thickness. 
This creates a new breed 
of thermal barrier to keep 

out unwanted elements and 
uncomfortable temperatures.

To enhance efficiency and 
accommodate more insulation, 
we thickened the door and 
sidelites from the standard 13⁄4" 
to 21⁄2" which is 43% thicker than 
standard exterior doors. We also 
engineered a dual-perimeter 
seal for the entry door to create a 
superior barrier against drafts and 
energy leaks.

The authentic wood  
look is made possible by 
using cutting-edge NVD  

(Nickel Vapor Deposition) 
technology by MasterGrain™. 
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QLK 113⁄16"  
Insulated Glass Unit

EMBARQ GLASS PACKAGES

R-Value of 10

R-Value of 9

ComforTech™ QLK  
(Krypton Gas Filled)

ComforTech™ QLA  
(Argon Gas Filled)

Low-E Glass Surface

Krypton Filled Air Space

Argon Filled Air Space

Decorative Glass Core (optional)

Super Spacer®

Barrier Sealant

We re-engineered our ComforTech Warm Edge 

Glazing System to accommodate for the extra 

panes of glass in this highly efficient package.
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R-Value reflects properties of the glass only.  
Embarq glass package center of glass calculations.

HARDWARE
Embarq doors are only available with Emtek® hardware pictured below. See pg. 99-104 for finish availability.

INTERIOR STYLESEXTERIOR STYLES

Melrose Orleans Marietta Davos Urban 
Modern

Egg* 
(Recommended 

on Melrose)

Stuttgart 
(Only available 

on Davos)

Cortina* 
(Recommended 

on Orleans)

Egg* 
(Recommended 

on Marietta)

EMBARQ® FIBERGLASS
QUAD GLASS SYSTEM

For an entry door as uncompromising as Embarq, only the 
most energy efficient glass package will do. The Quad Glass 
System utilizes a 113⁄16" insulated unit with two panes of low-e 
glass and warm-edge spacers. Available only with Embarq 
fiberglass doors and sidelites, the system provides optimal 
energy efficiency.

* Only available on Melrose, Marietta and Orleans.

Emtek Select 
(Only available 

on Urban 
Modern)
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440 2P Embarq door shown in Dutch Gray 
glazed finish, Laurence Decorative Glass and 

sidelites with Chinchilla Privacy Glass with 
Emtek Melrose hardware in Satin Brass finish.
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Signet Fiberglass doors are available in Mahogany, Cherry, Oak, Knotty Alder, Fir and Smooth Series. Structurally, the 
Signet door is far superior to traditional fiberglass doors with robust hardwood stiles and rails dovetailed at each corner. 
All Signet Fiberglass doors exhibit our exclusive DuraFuse™ Finishing System featuring P3 Fusion, allowing us to offer an 
industry-best 15-year* finish warranty.

15-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 85-89 for paint and stain finishes.

Most Signet Fiberglass  
Entry Systems are  
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

CUSTOM WIDTHS & HEIGHTS
Need a little more height or a little less 
width? We offer customized door and 
sidelite widths and heights in 1⁄8” increments. 

CUSTOMIZE BOTH SIDES
You can customize your entry by 
ordering a different series, style and 
finish on each side of your door.

MAHOGANY CHERRY OAK FIR SMOOTHKNOTTY ALDER

SIGNET SKIN OPTIONS

SIGNET® FIBERGLASS

002CP-449 
z

002-440 
z

002P-440 


003 
z

002C-449 
z

001C


001 
z∆

430-2P 
z

008P 
z

006 
z

003C 


003M 


419 
z

420 


420-DS 


440-1P 
z

440-1PP 
z

440-2P 
z

460 
z 
∆

460 


 z Signet Cherry
  Signet Mahogany
  Signet Oak 
  Signet Knotty Alder

SIGNET FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES

130 
z

120 


460 
z

460 


140 
z 


160 
z 


160 


SIDELITES

002C-437


002CP-437


430-1P
 

430-1PP


449-1P 
z

150 
z

150M 


243 
z

449-1PP 
z

Entry System U-Factor: As low as .16 (Tested to NFRC specifications 
for a 6 panel door with wood frame).

Note: All Signet doors are shipped finished.

* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See  
 warranty for details.
† Patents - USD617005, USD621062, USD621063, USD625837,   
 USD625024

115


116


113


112 
∆

  Signet Fir
  Signet Smooth
 ∆ Available in 30” Single or 60” French Doors

111 
∆

NEW

NEW

103M


NEW
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Stiles and rails are dovetailed 
at each corner creating a 
structurally solid, integrated 
frame. 

The 25⁄8" finger-jointed 
3-ply hardwood hinge 
stile provides superior 

structural integrity.

Signet doors are foam 
filled by a computer 
driven process that 

ensures the optimal foam 
fill for maximum efficiency 

and strength.

Door edge is constructed 
with Cherry, Mahogany, Oak 
or Fir wood matching the 
selected series.

The authentic wood  
look is made possible by 
using cutting-edge NVD  

(Nickel Vapor Deposition) 
technology by MasterGrain™. 

Scientifically formulated 
compounds provide 

superior resistance to 
denting, splitting, cracking 

and warping.

High-definition panel 
profile creates excellent 

shadow lines and distinct 
panel designs. The revolutionary DuraFuse™ 

Finishing System featuring P3 
Fusion yields unprecedented 
finish durability.

Z-AC Threshold with
auto-adjusting riser. Standard 

with anodized bronze finish. 

Plugless Glass Trim  
is standard on Signet. 

U.S. Patent: 9,562,389
U.S. Patent: 9,976,338

The inside door frame is hand-stained 
or painted to match your door 
providing you with a consistent visual 
appearance. (Signet doors are also 

available with a Steel L-frame.)

A high-performance, 
composite material is 
used on all Signet fiberglass 
bottom rails, giving excellent 

rot-resistance.

The 4¼" finger-jointed 
4-ply hardwood strike 
stile provides a solid 
mounting surface for 
decorative hardware and 

superior structural integrity. 

Glue is applied to the rails 
and stiles to permanently 
adhere the door skin to 
the frame. 
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10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 85-89 for paint and stain finishes.

CUSTOM HEIGHTS
Need a little more or a little less height? 
We offer customized door and sidelite 
heights in 1⁄8" increments. 

Most Heritage Fiberglass  
Entry Systems are  
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

OAK SMOOTH

HERITAGE SKIN OPTIONS

Heritage Fiberglass doors feature enhanced woodgrain texture, improved definition 
embossing and a hardwood edge to prevent warping.

HERITAGETM FIBERGLASS

  Oak Grain
  Smooth Fiberglass  
 ∆ Available in 30” Single or 60”  
  French Doors

Only Heritage Fiberglass doors without glass 
are available as an Impact Shield Product. 

Entry System U-Factor: As low as .14  
(Tested to NFRC specifications for a 6 panel door with wood frame).
* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme applications. See warranty for details.

SIDELITES

430-1P


430-2P
∆

400-4P


350


460
∆

440-1P


439-2P


002


001
∆

006
∆

140


130


460


160


206
∆

420-4P


419-4P


410
∆ 

112
∆

115


116


114
∆

HERITAGE FIBERGLASS DOOR STYLES

113


111 
∆

NEW

103M


NEW
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17⁄8” Finger-jointed, 2-ply 
solid oak laminated stiles 
for both hinge and strike 
sides are proven to provide 
increased rigidity and 
structural integrity.

Polyurethane core 
reduces energy loss.

Variable-depth woodgrain 
texture with hand-applied 
stain imitates a wood door 
appearance. 

Improved definition panel 
profile creates excellent 

shadow lines and distinct 
panel designs.

Specially engineered 
fiberglass door facings will 
not dent and resist splitting, 

cracking and warping.

ZAI™ threshold has a 
manually-adjustable riser with 

complementary screw cover caps. 
Standard with aluminum mill finish.

Plugless Glass Trim is 
optional on Heritage 

Fiberglass. (see entryLINK 
for available styles) 

U.S. Patent: 9,562,389
U.S. Patent: 9,976,338 A high-performance, 

composite material is used 
on all Heritage fiberglass 
bottom rails, giving excellent 
rot-resistance.

Square-edge design offers an 
attractive wood door appearance.

Lock area is reinforced to 
provide a solid mounting surface 
for decorative hardware. 
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Legacy Steel Doors with full-lite or half-lite decorative glass with ComforTech™ glazing will include a pane of Low-E glass in order to be ENERGY STAR 
certified. This includes the following styles; 150, 230, 239, 240, 350, 430, 437, 439 and 460. Since Low-E glass has a slight color tint, it is recommended 
that sidelites and transoms are ordered with optional Low-E pane to match the door. 

10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
See pgs. 85-89 for paint and stain finishes.

Most Legacy Steel  
Entry Systems are  
ENERGY STAR® Certified.

CUSTOM WIDTHS & HEIGHTS
Need a little more height or a little less 
width? We offer customized door and 
sidelite widths and heights in 1⁄8” increments. 

CUSTOMIZE BOTH SIDES
You can customize your entry by 
ordering a different series, style and 
finish on each side of your door.

SMOOTH

SMOOTH WITH 
HIGH-DEFINITION 

EMBOSSING  
WOODGRAIN 

TEXTURED
SMOOTH WITH  

SHAKER EMBOSSING 

LEGACY SKIN OPTIONS

Legacy Steel features add up to a professional-class product. Whether you select Legacy 
Woodgrain Textured Steel or Smooth Steel, our entry systems will provide an elegant, 
durable and energy efficient addition to any home.

LEGACYTM STEEL

SIDELITES

LEGACY STEEL DOOR STYLES

110


430-2P
∆

230
∆

239
∆

240


439


460
∆

350


206
∆ 

420-4P
∆ 

420-2P
 

410
∆ 

001
∆

106


103M


140


139


160


460


130  


400
∆

006
∆

009


008 


440-2P


440-1P


005S


003


002C-437


002CP-437


002


003C


002-440


150


430-1P
 

437-1P
 

430-1PP


437-1PP


437-2P


  20-gauge Woodgrain Textured Steel
  20-gauge Smooth Steel
  20-gauge Smooth Steel with High-Definition Embossing
  24-gauge Smooth or Textured Steel (used with all 20-gauge doors)
 	 20-gauge smooth shaker
 ∆ Available in 30” Single or 60” French Doors

114
∆

115


116


112
∆

111 
∆

419-4P
∆

Entry System U-Factor: As low as .17 (Tested to NFRC  
specifications for a 6 panel door with wood frame).
* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme  
 applications. See warranty for details.
† Patent - USD621062

003S 


420S 


002S 


NOT available as an Impact Shield product

113


001S


NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Special adhesives/thermal 
barrier reduce heat and 
cold transfer, while our 
exclusive tab and slot system 
of mechanical interlocks 
gives the door exceptional 
structural strength.

Composite top endcaps 
increase rigidity and 

energy efficiency. 

ProVia® doors are foam 
filled by a computer 

driven process that ensures 
the optimal foam fill for 

maximum energy efficiency 
and strength.

The edges and face skin 
of our steel doors are one 

continuous piece of steel 
for strength and durability.

Z-AC Threshold with
auto-adjusting riser. Standard 

with aluminum mill finish.

Plugless Glass Trim is 
optional on Legacy Steel. 

(see entryLINK for  
available styles)
U.S. Patent: 9,562,389
U.S. Patent: 9,976,338

Composite bottom 
endcaps increase rigidity 
and energy efficiency. 

To reinforce the lock and 
deadbolt area, we add a rigid 
composite lock block to all of 
our steel doors. 

Our 20-gauge steel doors give you 
49% more galvannealed steel 
than a standard 24-gauge door. 
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EMBARQ® & SIGNET®

Coffee BeanHazelnut

Nutmeg NEW Natural Bark

Cinnamon  NEW Ebony

American CherryNEW Cider Toffee

Honey WheatNEW Roasted Cashew Caramel

Truffle

GingerAlmond

Espresso

7-STEP STAIN FINISHING SYSTEM
1. DURAFUSE™ - Proprietary P3  Fusion Preparation Processes ensuring unprecedented  
 finish durability

2. HAND-APPLIED STAIN FINISH formulated exclusively for Signet fiberglass doors

3. A layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened CLEAR COAT WITH UV INHIBITORS is applied

4. Clear coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

5. The door is HAND-SANDED, preparing the surface for the second layer of clear coat

6. A second layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened CLEAR COAT WITH UV INHIBITORS  
 is applied

7. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a long-lasting, durable finish

1
2

3

6

Oak, Knotty Alder & Fir Stains (shown on Oak)

Cherry & Mahogany Stains (shown on Cherry)

NEW English Chestnut

NEW Aged Barrel NEW Urban Barnwood NEW Ebony
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Knotty Alder, Mahogany, Fir, Cherry & Oak Glazed Finishes (Shown on Oak)

EMBARQ® & SIGNET®

GLAZED FINISHES
Distinctive beauty achieved through a creative hand-applied 
finish giving each door a unique aged look.

9-STEP GLAZED FINISHING SYSTEM

1. DURAFUSE™  - Proprietary P3 Fusion Preparation Processes ensuring unprecedented  
 finish durability

2. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime paint) is applied 

3. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

4. HAND-APPLIED STAIN FINISH formulated exclusively for Signet fiberglass doors

5. A layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened CLEAR COAT WITH UV INHIBITORS  
 is applied

6. Clear coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

7. The door is HAND-SANDED, preparing the surface for the second layer of clear coat

8. A second layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened CLEAR COAT WITH UV   
 INHIBITORS is applied

9. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a long-lasting, durable finish

1
2

4

5

8

Always refer to our color selector for accurate color representation.

15-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
Embarq and Signet Fiberglass

*Warranty time period may be limited in extreme exposure 
applications. See warranty for details. 

Natural Leather

Winter RainDutch Gray

NEW Driftwood

Red Velvet

 Windy City

NEW Weathered Juniper

Glazed finishes may look slightly different depending on the skin 
species selected.
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Always refer to our color selector for accurate color representation.

LEGACY™ STEEL &
HERITAGE™ FIBERGLASS  

 Heritage & Legacy Stains (shown on Legacy Woodgrain Textured)

1. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime   
 paint) is applied by a robotic reciprocating paint system

2. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

3. HAND-APPLIED STAIN FINISH is added for  
 enhanced beauty

4. A layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened  
 CLEAR COAT WITH UV INHIBITORS is applied

5. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a   
  long-lasting, durable finish

5-STEP STAIN FINISHING SYSTEM
HERITAGE

1

3

4

1. Steel doors are A40 Hot-dipped Galvannealed (300%   

 more coating thickness than 40Z full electrolytic zinc   
 coated steel) to resist rust inside and out 

2. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime   
 paint) is applied by a robotic reciprocating paint system

3. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

4. HAND-APPLIED STAIN FINISH is added for  
 enhanced beauty

5. A layer of 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened  
 CLEAR COAT WITH UV INHIBITORS is applied

6. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a   
 long-lasting, durable finish

6-STEP STAIN FINISHING SYSTEM
LEGACY

2

1

4

5

Light Oak Oak Dark Oak Walnut

Cherry Dark Mahogany

Natural Oak

10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
Heritage and Legacy Doors

*Warranty time period may be limited in extreme 
exposure applications. See warranty for details. 

Stain finishes may look slightly different depending on the skin 
species selected.
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EMBARQ®, SIGNET®, HERITAGE™ & LEGACY™ PAINT FINISHES

CUSTOM PAINT COLORS
Still searching for the perfect color? Custom color-matching is available on our Entry Doors. 

Custom stains also available on Signet Fiberglass Entry Doors.
Additional lead-time required. 

We do the finishing, so you don’t have to.  
You wouldn’t try to paint a car yourself, so why should it be any different when it 
comes to staining or painting your entry door?

PAINT FINISHES

  Denotes Trending Color

Always refer to our color selector for accurate color representation.

SandstoneSandpiper Beige ClaySnow Mist Café Cream NEW Eggshell NEW Toasted Coconut

Nightfall Coal BlackTudor Brown Rustic Bronze NEW Desert  NEW Cocoa 

Forest GreenNEW Sea Green NEW Eucalyptus NEW Pistachio  NEW Evergreen NEW Antique 

Mountain Berry Vallis RedNEW Burnt Sienna  NEW Autumn Red NEW Dusty Rose  NEW Blush NEW Daybreak 

Sterling Gray Enzian BlueGeneva Blue NEW Deep Waters NEW Rainfall NEW Arctic Blue NEW Dove Tail 
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4-STEP PAINT FINISHING SYSTEM

HERITAGE

1
3

1. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime  
 paint) is applied by a robotic reciprocating paint system

2. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

3. The door is then coated with a 2-part urethane,   
 catalyst-hardened FINISH COAT

4. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a   
 long-lasting, durable finish

1. Steel doors are A40 Hot-dipped Galvannealed (300%   
 more coating thickness than 40Z full electrolytic zinc   
 coated steel) to resist rust inside and out

2. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime  
 paint) is applied by a robotic reciprocating paint system

3. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

4. The door is then coated with a 2-part urethane,   
 catalyst-hardened FINISH COAT

5. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a   
 long-lasting, durable finish

5-STEP PAINT FINISHING SYSTEM

LEGACY

2
1

4

10-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
Heritage and Legacy Doors
*Warranty time period may be limited in extreme exposure    
  applications. See warranty for details. 

5-STEP PAINT FINISHING SYSTEM

EMBARQ AND SIGNET

1

2
4

1. DURAFUSE™ - Proprietary P3 Fusion Preparation   
 Processes ensuring unprecedented finish durability

2. A 2-part urethane, catalyst-hardened BASE COAT (prime  
 paint) is applied by a robotic reciprocating paint system

3. Base coat is OVEN-CURED for lasting durability

4. The door is then coated with a 2-part urethane,   
 catalyst-hardened FINISH COAT

5. The door is OVEN-CURED a second time, creating a   
 long-lasting, durable finish

15-YEAR FINISH WARRANTY*
Embarq and Signet Fiberglass
*Warranty time period may be limited in extreme exposure    
  applications. See warranty for details. 
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ELEVATE YOUR 
ENTRYWAY WITH 
A PROVIA® DOOR.

Legacy 420-4P French Entry Door stained Dark 
Oak with Black Schlage Addison Grip Handle
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Distributed by:

“To serve, by caring for details in ways others won’t.” It’s not just our mission, but 

a way of letting our light shine every day at ProVia®. We continually strive to put 

these words into action by providing unmatched quality and service. The P-icon 

symbolizes each employee’s commitment to devoting the utmost care, pride and 

quality into each building product we manufacture…it’s The Professional Way.

At ProVia, we manufacture energy efficient products and exercise corporate 
environmental stewardship by recycling, reducing pollution emissions and 
much more. In fact, our company has received repeated awards from the 
Environmental Protection Agency such as Partner of the Year - Sustained 
Excellence for Door and Window Manufacturing.

DOORS | WINDOWS
SIDING | STONE | ROOFING

provia.com
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